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Editor's Note: On March 23, the U.S. in groundwater, which would be an 
Anlty · s Of Engineers, Buffalo Dis- early indicator of IWCS performance 
trff;t., the following letter to the and integrity. • 3. 
c~ in response to concerns re- The wells surrounding the IWCS 
ganlinj •lie state of the Interim Waste show the low concentrations of ura
ContQi1U'IUnt Structure at the Niagara nium in groundwater remain constant 
Falls Storage Site on the Lake Ontario or are declining. This indicates that 
Onlnt.lnce Works property. there is no new or ongoing source of 

On March 26, chemist Ann Roberts of uranium entering the groimdwater at 
Wisconsin, a member the local WOW these well locations. It also indicates 
ReStoration Advisory Board, whose the uranium entered the groundwater 
earlier comments were the topic of the in the past and the uranitim source no 
Corps' explanation, in turn responded longerexists. •3. 
to tJte c:;orps. Roberts' response also in- Uranium concentrations detected in 
eluded• explanations to the March 23 OWllB and 1WP833 were evaluated 
Corps' analysis, and are indicated by a • in the Remedial Investigation Report 
symbol and numerical references. Addendum [Sections 4.4.2 and 5.4] and 

Corps' Ma~h 23 leHer: the evidence clearly suggests the ora-
Dear l:.ewistotl-Porter Community nium being detected in these locations 

Member, resulted from historic site operations. 
· rm writing yqu to address a recur- The Remedial Investigation Report Ad

ring ~laim made by a few members dendum is available on the Corps' web
of the community, which inaccurately site now. •4. 
portrays conditions on the Niagara · The claims that the higher levels of 
Falls Storage Site. This claim, which uranium in wells OWUB and 1WP833 
has been confusing when covered in are coming from the IWCS do not 
. ~involves the performance of agree with supporting data or the 
~·~ Waste Containment Struc- historical management of radioactive 
ture (IWCS), and was first discussed wastes at the NFSS. 
with the community in 2010. The claim that temporary well point 
. Let me assure you that the IWCS, 1WP833 shows evidence of IWCS 

which was engineered and construct- leakage is unsound because it fails to 
ed by the U.S. Department of Energy address the fact that this well point is 
in the early 1980s, is functioning prop- located in an area where radioactive 
erly and is safely containing the radio- materials were stored in open piles for 
active materials stored. within it The more than 30years and exposed to rain 
Corps has applied the full strength of and snow which leached into the soil 
our scientific and engineering team to and impacted the groundwater being 
ensure public safety by evaluating over drawn into this well for sampling. •4. 
25 years of environmental monitoring Groundwater well OWllB is located 
data for the Niagara Falls Storage Site at an elevation, which makes the claim of 
to formulate to this conclusion. •1. leakage impossible. Groundwater flow 
.~ • The: Oot:ps is committed to protect- and contaminant t:ranspott follows the 
ing · h~ · h~th .. m.d · tllt: environ- physical.laws of natur~. Groundwater 
~nent We value community input and at well OWliB flows westerly towards 
ha\'tfllsrened·carefully and sPent con- the cential.draiiiage ditchand>IWCS at 
~iderab1e tiffie, taxpayer dollars, and ef- v~ry s!o:w:_rates,_ t;herefore grouridwater 
fort investigating this matter. We have; wdtild' ha\re to '"flow'uPhill" ·from the 
on multiple occasions, engaged the few IWCS to reach OWllB. In addition, the 
community members who are making transport of uranium in groundwater is 
these claims. We find their claims, and more than 100-times slower than the 
their analysis of the same data we are movement of groundwater because site 
looking at, technically incomplete and . soils can "adsorb" uranium as:it travels 
~ in groundwater. Thus, the origin of the 

The · Corps scientific analysis is contamination in well OW11B<is likely 
s~ below and the support- derived from a nearby sewer line that 
ing 'clocuments, data and record of shows impacts from historic site op
engllgement with community mem- erations (e.g., equipment decontamina
bers. is available on line at www.lrb. tion). The Corps may have punctured 
usace.IUllly.mil/fusrap/nfss/index. this sewer line during investigative drill
h~CS ing and plans to determine that condi-
. 1'fl.e d$ms focus on a very small tion during 2012. • 5. 
~~~ data o~ting from one During the construction of the 
of, S.f~~arient groundwater wells IWCS all pipelines were cut and sealed 
r~y monitored by the Corps and and a clay cut-off wall and dike was 
~~mporarywellpointthatwas installed around the entire IWCS to 
~during the remedial investiga- ensure there was no pathway for con
tiOO\', ~permanent well in question taminant migration from the IWCS. It 
is~'OWllB and the temporary would defy the engineered purpose of 
well pOiftt is named 1WP833. • 2. the dike to leave abandoned pipelines 
... Monitoring wells surrounding the running through it as claimed by those 

IWCS are -sampled regularly and serve who state the IWCS is leaking. • 6~ 
aS the first indicators of any change in The USEPA also listened cat:efully 
cell integrity. There, is qo indication of t() these claims and performed its 
increasing contamiriant concentrations OWn independent analysis of our data. 

The USEPA agrees that the IWCS is 
performing as designed. To further 
address this matter, the Corps will per
form additional field investigations in 
the areas identified to gather additional 
data and alleviate community concerns 
regarding the IWCS. The data devel
oped from this field investigation will 
also assist the Corps with evaluating 
remedial alternatives as part of the fu
ture Feasibility Study for the Balance 
of Plant Operable Unit (i.e., all other ar-1 
eas outside the Interim Waste Contain
ment Structure). The work plans and 
sampling plans will be made available 
on our website prior to the commence
ment of field activities. • 7. 

Again, I assure you that the rwcs at 
Niagara Falls Storage Site is perform
ing as designed. I am committedtoen
gaging the community through tech
nically facilitated discussions as the 
Corps moves forward to develop the 
Feasibility Study for the Interim Waste 
Containment Structure Operable Unit 
of the Niagara Falls Storage Site. • 8 . 

Sincerely, 
John H. Busse 

Niagara Falls Storage Site and Lake 
Ontario Ordnance Works 

Site Program Manager 

Roberts' March 31 letter 
and responses 

Dear Mr. Busse, 
In trying to understand the Lewis

ton-Porter community's ongoing con
cerns about leakage from the Interim 
Waste Containment Structure (IWCS), 
it is helpful to consider the following: 

The IWCS is designed to isolate the 
radioactive residues and wastes from 
the surrounding groundwater, but 
ground water seasonally irltrudes th'e 
residues, as shown by five years of per
formance monitormg~ ~·· "" 
' The realiza1ion· ~twit groundwater 
flows in and out of the IWCS make~, 
the monitoring of the surroundfug · 
groundwater for radioactive contami
nants escaping from the IWCS espe
cially important 

The remedial investigation identified 
a network of abandoned underground 
pipelines on the NFSS, south and east 
of the IWCS, which has the capability 
of compromising the current ground 
water monitoring system. 

The underground pipelines are be
low the water table most of the time, so 
that the pipes may act as preferential 
pathways for contamination migration 
and result in much faster rates than 
predicted by the theoretical ground 
water model. 

An unusually high level of uranium 
was found in groundwater at1WP 833, 
south of the IWCS in 2003. The level 
of uranium, around l,OOOpCi/L, is not 
typical of that associated with past ra
dioactive waste storage practices (up 
to 15QpCi/L). 

Until the source of the uranium in 
temporary well 1WP 833, tl:le sanitary 
sewer and monitoring well OW-llB 
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is investigated and identified, leakage 
from the IWCS cannot be ruled out 

Please find my detailed responses 
below (mdicated by • and sequence 
number) 

Yours sincerely, 
Ann Roberts 

Responses 
•1. The environm.ental monitoring 

program was only recently' upgraded 
in response to public comment on its 
inadequacy. Many groundwater moni
t:Oriog wells were not analyzed for 20 
~~. 

· · .-2~'Ttie claim focuses on a ground
water plume, first identified in the Re
~ In\Testigation, which involved 
three· sample points, 1WP833, MH-06 
in the sanitary sewer and well OW-
11B. The water in the sanitary sewer 
was considered to be groundwater 
because of the likelihood of infiltration 
and exfiltration given the age of the 
sewer line. 

• 3. Pipelines south and east of the 
IWCS have been abandoned in place, 
which may compromise the groundwa
ter mot:rltoring system. Contamination 
may be following preferential path
ways provided by the pipelines. 

•4. The level of uranium detected 
at 1WP833 is distinct from all other 
detects in the area of historic storage. 
These detects are an order of magni
tude lower. Uranium levels in OW-llB 
are steadily increasing, which is char
acteristic of leakage. 

• 5. The remedial investigation iden
tified a uranium plume migrating from· 
the south of the IWCS, which ended at 
well OW-llB. Groundwater does not 
flow uphill in this scenario. The theo- . 

· retical groundwater transport model 
does not take into account the pr~s
ellceiofpipelines on the NFSS, the(e
fore the Corps' model does not reflect 
what actually happens on site. Uranium 
is much more soluble than radium in 
the NFSS groundwater and therefore 
would be expected to provide the first 
indication of IWCS leakage. 

•6. The claim is, that the pipe
lines left in place outside the IWCS, 
south and east, are compromising the 
groundwater monitoring and provid
ing pathways for rapid migration of 
radioactive contamination from the 
IWCS. 

• 7. Consistent with community re
quests EPA also called for additional in
vestigation. Additional investigation by 
the Corps is appreciated, but until the 
source of the uranium groundwater 
contamination is identified, IWCS in
tegrity should be regarded as suspect 

•8. Determining whether the IWCS 
is leaking is an essential factor in deter
mining the future of the IWCS, which is 
ignored in the current feasibility study. 
The source of the unusually high levels 
of uranium in groundwater around the 
IWCS should be determined before 
making assumptions about the subsur
face integrity of the IWCS. 
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